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Size scaling of intramolecular charge transfer driven optical properties
of substituted polyenes and polyynes
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The origin of dramatic variation in optical polarizabilities of push–pull conjugated chains with
respect to the conjugation length is discussed.Ab initio calculations of intramolecular charge
transfer ~ICT!-driven dipole moment (mCT), polarizability (aCT), and first hyperpolarizability
(bCT) show that the values ofaCT/mCT andbCT/mCT change linearly and quadratically with respect
to the conjugation length, respectively. The maximum ICT-driven coherence sizes ofaCT andbCT

are consistent with the time-dependent densities to the first (r (1)) and second (r (2)) orders of the
electric field obtained from the collective electronic oscillators method. ©2003 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1607917#
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I. INTRODUCTION

There has been considerable interest in using org
materials for nonlinear optical~NLO! devices, functioning as
second-harmonic generators, frequency converters,
electro-optical modulators. Organic compounds contain
an electron-donating~D! and accepting~A! group interacting
through an extendedp-conjugated bridge, show high NLO
response with large second-order electric susceptibilities1–6

There are two issues of primary interest in the design
highly nonlinear optical materials: the dependence of N
properties on donor and acceptor strengths, and the sc
of NLO properties with size.

Electronic structure calculations have made an impor
contribution to the understanding of electronic polarizat
underlying the molecular NLO processes7 and the underlying
structure–property relationships.8,9 NLO properties have
been investigated for many types of donors, acceptors,
bridge systems such as quinones, polyenes, polyynes,
benes, thiophenes, etc. In particular, sincep-conjugated sys-
tems linking a donor~D! and acceptor~A! show a large NLO
response, a number of theoretical studies have b
reported.1,2 Another family of NLO chromophores~s-
bonded donor–acceptor systems! has also been
investigated.10–13 Most NLO compounds involve intramo
lecular charge transfer~ICT! upon excitation with light. One
of the parameters widely used to explain the relation betw
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ICT and donor or acceptor strength is bond length alterna
defined as the difference between average single-bond le
~C–C! and averaged double-bond length (CvC) of the
bridge.8 Recently, we proposed another parameter compo
of electronegativity and polarizability to account for th
magnitude of ICT in push–pullp-conjugated systems fo
different bridge systems.14

A number of studies have focused on the structu
changes induced by ICT. The rate of CT through insulat
molecular spacers has been reported to depend strongl
the nature of chemical bonding of spacer. Sachset al.15 mea-
sured the rate of interfacial CT between a gold electrode
a ferrocene group covalently connected to gold
p-conjugated spacer and a trans alkane spacer. The pres
of both donor and acceptor at opposite ends of the bri
results in an additional contribution due to ICT. For a dono
bridge–acceptor system, the ICT is influenced by the brid
as well as the substituents.1 Several groups have investigate
the scaling of polarizability~a! and second hyperpolarizabi
ity ~g! with size.16–30

In the case of polyacetylene withN repeating chains
whereN<10, the value ofazz/N tends to level off, while
gzz/N shows no such trend.18 On the other hand, from the
study throughN531, Kirtman reported the convergence b
havior of longitudinal polarizability and second hyperpola
izability of polyacetylene.30 For long chains, however, th
polarizability per repeating unit (a/N) becomes saturate
and size-independent,20–30 indicating that thea shows the
extensive property. The variation of optical polarizabiliti
,

9 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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with path length is often described by the scaling law;Nb.
In the cases of odd order responses~a andg!, the exponentb
varies considerably for short lengths (1,b,2 for a, and
2,b,8 for g, depending on the system and model!.31

Few studies were focused on the size dependence o
first hyperpolarizability ~b! in oligomeric or polymeric
chains. Dulcicet al.17 observed the second nonlinear optic
properties of conjugated hydrocarbons with the increas
donor–acceptor distance for a given donor–acceptor p
and obtained the empirical formm•b5CN2.1, wherem is
the dipole moment,N is the number of conjugated carbon
carbon double~or triple! bonds, and the prefactorC is char-
acteristic to each donor–acceptor pair. The values ofb for
polymethineimine32 and polyaniline33 chains were obtained
at empirical and semiempirical levels. Existing experimen
and theoretical studies have not established the precise
ing law of b. Different functional forms have been employe
to fit the chain length dependence of optical polarizabilit
~a, b, andg! and to obtain their asymptotic limits.25,34

The size scaling of polarizabilities for donor/accepto
substituted polyenes has been analyzed by Tretiaket al.,35

using two-dimensional correlation plots representing
changes in charge and bond-order distributions induced
the optical field. The value ofb was found to originate from
the localized regions at the donor/acceptor ends and be
rated to a constant value for large polyenes. The size de
dence of the frequency-dependent NLO properties in po
enes has been investigated by Hasanet al. at frequencies
below the first resonance.36 These size scaling forms wer
often suggested empirically. On the other hand, the un
standing of the size scaling is not clear due to the comp
origin of the optical properties with both mesomeric and IC
effects. Therefore, in this article we study the ICT-driv
dipole moment (mCT), polarizability (aCT), and first hyper-
polarizability (bCT) in push–pull polyenes and polyyne
and investigate their size scaling.

II. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

It has been experimentally established that the valueg
geometrically increases with respect to the number of co
gated repeating units~N! between the donor and the accept
The saturation ofa/N was predicted to be aroundn59,18

and that ofg/n, aroundn515– 2037 for polyenes. Values of
g were measured using the electric field induced seco
harmonic generation~EFISH! and the third harmonic genera
tion ~THG! experimental techniques fora,v-disubstituted
polyenes with various donor and acceptor end groups.38 The
sharp increase ing values with the increasing conjugatio
length was modeled withg5kNa, where the exponenta was
dependent on the substituents. The dependence ofg values
on conjugation length was studied by EFISH for a series
triblock copolymers containing polyenic chains withN of up
to 16.39,40The saturation behavior ofg/N was first observed
in model polyenic oligomers for chain length up toN
5240.41 The size dependence ofg was investigated for
polyene-like molecules with very long conjugation length~N
up to 1100!.42

Like the g value, it is also experimentally observed th
the value of b increases with increasing conjugatio
Downloaded 02 Feb 2005 to 128.200.11.139. Redistribution subject to AI
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length.43,44 For example, Barzoukaset al. measured the
second-order nonlinear optical properties for push–pull po
ene molecules with aldehyde as an acceptor and dimeth
niline or benzodithia as a donor in solution by EFISH45

Although they could not observe a saturation behavior, th
observed the evolution ofm•b proportional toN2.1. The
variation ofb was studied for push–pull polyenes and ca
tenoids, and a steeper increase ofb was observed when th
end groups are weaker electron donors and acceptors.
suggests a possible saturation of the donor–acceptor inte
tion for a long conjugation length, and indicates that t
choice of donor and acceptor end groups is not so crucia
very long polyenic chains.46

Since there are extensive theoretical and experime
studies on chain length dependence of molecular nonlin
optical properties, there should be some linkage between
oretical results and experimental data. The experimental
ues are often obtained at a given wavelength, and somet
other research groups carry out equivalent experiment
different wavelengths for the same molecular systems, w
a coupled-perturbed Hartree–Fock calculations~finite-field
methods! give the static values. For example, in equivale
EFISH measurements on phenyl based polyenes witn
51 – 5, them•b was shown to be proportional toN3.0 by
Huijts and Hesselink,47 while N2.1 by Dulcic et al.17 Since
the experimentally measured hyperpolarizabilities can
significantly affected by dispersive enhancement, the st
values are often reported, for comparison, with the measu
data divided by the relevant dispersion factor.48 The disper-
sion factor is obtained using two-level model which tak
into account only predominant charge transfer process.44,49

Thus, for systematic investigation, the static hyperpola
abilities were often reported along with the original expe
mental data. Furthermore, the estimatedg~0! using such dis-
persion factor showed the same saturation behavior
g~3v!42 by THG andg~2v!46 by EFISH.

In particular, we are interested in qualitative analysis
optical properties depending on chain length. Thus, we h
investigated the static optical properties based onab initio
Hartree–Fock~HF! calculations. To investigate the size d
pendence of optical polarizabilities, we have studied sev
families of polyenes (D– (CvC)N– A, 1<N<12) and
polyynes (D– (CwC)N– A, 1<N<13) with D/AvH/H,
NH2 /H, H/NO2, and NH2 /NO2. We fully optimized the
geometries and obtained optical polarizabilities at the
level of calculations with double-zeta basis sets, using
GAUSSIAN 98 suite of programs.50 The correlation effect
should be considered to obtain correct values of hyperpo
izabilities, however, in linear polyenes, it was stressed t
the HF deficiency has no influence on the description of
~hyper!polarizabilities since 2Ag state has small transition
dipole moments with other states and does not play any
nificant role in the nonlinear optical response of line
polyenes.48,51,52In addition, the different basis sets give th
same chain length dependencies, though the absolute va
are slightly different.48

To analyze our results we defined the optical proper
due to ICT as the difference between the actual and su
position values:
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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mCT5mDA1mH2mD2mA ,

aCT5aDA1aH2aD2aA ,

bCT5bDA1bH2bD2bA ,

where the subscripts DA, D, A, and H refer to the syste
with NH2 /NO2, NH2 /H, H/NO2, and H/H as D/A pairs. To
obtain the coherence size, we used the collective electr
oscillator technique, which was successfully used
p-conjugated oligomers and through-space charge-tran
molecular systems.53

Figure 1 shows the first hyperpolarizabilities of polyen
and polyynes for DA; D, A, and D1A ~sum for A and D!.
The first hyperpolarizabilities for~H! are zero due to the
inversion symmetry. The difference betweenb (DA) and
b (D1A) provides a good measure for ICT. The first hyperp
larizability does reflect the ICT much more profoundly com
pared with the polarizability and second hyperpolarizabil
where the contributions of backbone polarization affect
also significant. It should be noted from Fig. 1 that the fi
hyperpolarizability for DA (bDA) is larger than for D1A
(bD1A[bD1bA), and their difference (bCT) increases as
the size increases from zero, and it reaches a maximum
certain size, and then it decreases to be zero. ThebCT value
decreases at shorter size for polyynes than for the polye

The ICT-driven dipole moments of polyynes decrea
sharply with chain length~N! but less so for polyenes. Th
mCT, aCT, andbCT shown in Fig. 2 can be represented w

FIG. 1. Path length dependencies ofb for polyenes~top! and polyynes
~bottom! with both donor and acceptor (NH2 /NO2), a donor (NH2), or an
acceptor (NO2), and that of the additive sum of a donor and an accep
(D1A).
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with the functional formNm exp(2aN), which has a maxi-
mum atN5m/a. The fitted exponent valuea is 0.38 for both
polyenes and polyynes and the power valuesm of mCT, aCT,
andbCT are 0.5, 1.8, and 2.7, respectively, for polyenes, a
0.2, 1.1, and 1.9, for polyynes.

The length dependence ofmCT for polyenes is very dif-
ferent from that for polyynes. For diatomic molecules, t
ICT-driven dipole moment can be written asmCT

5QeffRDA , where RDA is the distance between donor an
acceptor, andQeff is the effective charge transfer which d
pends onRDA . The size dependence ofQeff in polyenes is
different from that in polyynes. From the fitting of ourab
initio results, we note thatQeff scales as exp(2aN) for poly-
enes and exp(2aN)/N for polyynes; hencemCT scales as
@N exp(2aN)# for polyenes and exp(2aN) for polyynes. This
may be rationalized by considering the effective~screened!
charge as a function of donor/acceptor separation. In gen
the screened effective charge at a distanced from a point
charge decreases exponentially with distance. From the P
son equation, the screened effective charges in one-, t
and three-dimensional systems show the distance-sca
exp(2ad), exp(2ad)/d, and exp(2ad)/d2, respectively. In
polyenes, thep electron moves along essentially a on
dimensional path from the donor to acceptor~with small
two-dimensional diversions!, while in polyynes, it dissipates
along the two-dimensional cylindrical surface. We thus e
pect length scaling of the formmCT N12d exp(2aN) ~poly-
enes! andN« exp(2aN) ~polyynes!, whered and« are small
positive parameters~less than 0.5!. The fitted curves are in-
deed N0.5exp(2aN) and N0.2exp(2aN), respectively. Fur-
thermore, we have recently demonstrated that polyenes o
more effective pathways for charge transfer than polyyne54

r

FIG. 2. Path length dependencies of ICT-drivenmCT ~l!, aCT ~3!, andbCT

~d! for polyenes~top! and polyynes~bottom!. The curves were fitted to
Nm exp(2aN).
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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We thus expect the value ofm for mCT in polyenes to be
larger than that in polyynes.

Using the functional form ofmCT,

mCT5Rm exp~2aR!

5C1~R!exp~2aR!, ~1!

we obtain

aCT5]mCT/]E

5~]R/]E!~Rm212aRm!exp~2aR!

5C2~R!exp~2aR!, ~2!

bCT5]aCT/]E

5~]R/]E!$a2Rm2~m11!aRm211~m21!Rm22%

3exp~2aR!

5C3~R!exp~2aR!, ~3!

whereE is the applied electric field. To simplify the forms o
aCT and bCT, we have investigated the dependence
(]R/]E) on chain lengthR5Na, wherea is the length of
repeating unit in H2N– (CwC)N– NO2. The external electric
field can be consistently applied for eachN along the mo-
lecular axis. From the geometry optimization for eachN in
the presence of applied electric field, we find that (]R/]E)
varies logarithmically with chain length@1.87 ln(N)11.75#.
The a, b, andg components are calculated analytically v
electric field derivatives of the HF self-consistent-field to
energy,

V5V02m i
0Ei21/2a i j

0 EiEj21/6b i jk
0 EiEjEk

21/24g i jkl
0 EiEjEkEl2¯ ,

m i
05~]V/]Ei !5~]V/]R!3~]R/]Ei !,

where the subscripts, which identify the tensor compone
are summed over the Cartesian axes;V0 is the unperturbed
total energy;Ei is the component of the field in thei direc-
tion; m0 is the permanent dipole moment;a0, b0, andg0 are
the static polarizability, first, and second hyperpolarizab
ties. Thus, the physical meaning of (]R/]E) can be under-
stood as the change of the equilibrium bond length with
spect to the applied electric field, or the dipole moment
relaxation force.

Using the functional form of (]R/]E), andm/a values
of polyenes and polyynes, we display the variation of
coefficients,C2(N) andC3(N) with the chain length in Fig.
3. They show power law scaling (Nm). The bridge size de-
pendencies ofC2 for polyenes and polyynes areN1.8 and
N1.1, respectively, whileC3 varies asN2.7 and N1.9. C1 of
polyenes and polyynes show the power law behavior ofN0.5

andN0.2, respectively, and theirC3 /C1 show that ofN2.2 and
N1.7, respectively.C3 /C1 corresponds tog/a. Thus, our re-
sults are in good agreement with the experimental scalin
a andg with length for conjugated polyenes (a;N3 andg
;N5).55 It should be noted that our results apply for lar
chains, while the effective conjugation length may depend
the basis set and the level of theory.
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Figure 4 depicts the time-dependent densities to fi
@r (1)# and second@r (2)# order in the external electric field o
NH2– (HCvCH)13– NO2 computed using the collective
electronic oscillator~CEO! method. The characteristic cohe
ence lengthLr

(k) of thekth order density matrix response ma
be defined as the inverse participation ratio:56 Lr

(k)

5@((urmnu)2#/@N0(urmnu2#, whereN0 is the number of at-
oms andrmn are the density matrix elements. Sincea andb
are directly dependent onr (1) and r (2), respectively,Lr

(1)

and Lr
(2) depend on the characteristic chain lengths to g

maximum values ofaCT andbCT, respectively. It is evident
from our results that the saturation ofaCT and bCT takes
place at much smaller chain lengths thana andb which are
saturated at very large chain lengths. Therefore, it is su

FIG. 3. Path length dependencies ofC2(N) ~top! and C3(N) ~bottom! for
polyenes and polyynes. From the fitting, we haveC2(N)5N1.8 andN1.1 for
polyenes and polyynes, respectively, andC3(N)5N2.7 and N1.9, respec-
tively.

FIG. 4. Contour plots of the~a! first- and~b! second-order density matrice
of X– (HCvCH)13– Y with X/YvNH2 /NO2 . The axes label the atomic
numbering depicted in the molecule.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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cient to investigate the saturation ofaCT and bCT for short
polyenes~such asN'10), and so the size scaling can b
studied at much higher levels of theory with sufficient acc
racy. We obtained the following values~7.3, 6.3!, ~8.1, 7.3!,
~8.5, 7.9!, and~13.9, 14.2! for (Lr

(1) ,Lr
(2)) for H/H, NH2 /H,

H/NO2, and NH2 /NO2, respectively, which gives for the
ICT-driven quantity ofLr

(1),CT54.6 andLr
(2),CT55.3. These

ICT-driven coherence lengths~in number of carbon–carbo
chains! are consistent with the maximumaCT and bCT

~which are 4.9 and 7.3, respectively!.

III. CONCLUSION

We have elucidated the mechanism for the size sca
of aCT and bCT. The new measures suggested here van
for large chain lengths, in contrast to the asymptotic val
of a andb for large chains, which are large and difficult
estimate. By extracting the ICT components fromm, a, and
b, we pinpoint how the NLO properties change with t
chain length of substituted polyenes and polyynes. The va
tions ofmCT, aCT, andbCT have been investigated in term
of molecular size, resulting in a simple formula formCT,
aCT, and bCT which is given by the product of the powe
law (Nm) and exponentially decaying function@exp(2aN)#.
In polyenes and polyynes, the exponential decays are sim
but the scaling exponentsm are very different. The exponen
tially decaying behavior is related to charge screening. T
parametrized function is found to be in good agreement w
the previous experimental results. We have also obtained
coherence lengths for polyenes from the CEO method,
found that the ICT-driven coherence length is consistent w
the ICT-driven polarizability and first hyperpolarizability
This study provides clear insight into the characteristic ch
length for the maximum NLO properties for the first tim
which is crucial for the rational design of novel highly effi
cient NLO materials. The functional forms proposed he
will be further studied in different other systems in th
future.
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